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Abstract
Bohmian mechanics is a deterministic theory of point particles in motion. While avoid.
ing all the paradoxes of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, it, yields the quantum formalism
itselfâ€”especially the role of self-adjoint operators--as a macroscopic measurement, formal
ism. As an "application" it is shown that much of the confusion connected with the phase
operator for the electromagnetic field arises froni a misunderstanding of t,he role of operators
in quantum theory.

1 Introduction
We would like to apologize for the bad title: we will try to explain why the casual use of the
words "observables" and "measurements," which are on John Bell's list, of bad vords in his article
"Against. Measurement."[1], "measurement." being the worst, of all, leads to much unnecessary
confusion concerning the meaning of the quantum formalism. But, first, we introduce an even
worse word: following Hell we ivill use the abbreviation "FAPP" for "for all practical purposes."
Quantum mechanics sufers from it.s irreducible reference to "observers" and "measurement=-":
We have, for example, the fundamental rule that [orb(q)[dq is the probability of observing a particle
in dq about q in a position measurement. This rule entails I) indeterminism, because it, deals
with probabilities on a fundamental level; 2) subjectivity, because it, refers to an observer and
3) vagueness, because the notion of measurement, is vague. It, has repeatedly been emphasized.
however, t.hat, these are inescapable components of modern physics. The folloiving reasons are
frequently cited:

~ It, is meaningless to talk about, trajectories of particles, because the uncertainty principle
doesn' t, allow for a simultaneous measurement, of position and velocity (heisenberg).
~ It. leads to contradictions even to think that a particle might, have a ivell-defined position
and velocity at, the same t.ime.

~ It, is mathematically impossible to add "hidden variables" (e.g., actual positions) as a further
specification of tire quantuin state (von Yeumann [2]).
This is wrong! In fact, it, is almost, trivially wrong: A counterexample has existed for more
than four decades, namely Bohm's quantum theory [3], which we prefer to call "Bohmian me
chanics." By trying the obvious, namely by seeking a motion of particles in space compatible

with Schroding('r's ('quet ion, one is 1(d directly to 13ohrnian n)<'char)ics. 'I'his tli('ory is clear, ol>

ject ive an<1deterministic. 'I'he entire quan)un) forrualisrn"-op(.)'ators as observables, randoinncss,
etc.â€”-mneig('s as a n)('asu)'em('nl, forn)alisrn. or )no)e precisely, as a»h(ri)o»i('r)ological forn)alien)
fol' dcscl'rbr)')g )news)lrc)riel)t,-irk(r exp('r')incr)r s. I hus orle al r'ives al, ar) ex»lal) lt toil fol' l h(' qllanl r)l)i

formalism rather than at, an alternative theory )vhich might give rise to "new predictions." We
will argue. however, t,hat, Bohmian mechanics norietheless refutes most, of the approaches to the
problem of the phase operator in quantum optics. It, turns out, in fact,, that, there is no problem!
But let, us first, give a brief review of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.

2 The Quantum Formalism
~ State: The state of an lV-particle system is given by a vector 4r E?f = L)(III

),

~ Dynamics: The time evolution is given by the unitary evolution )<r(<:=c r '4(o, which is
equivalent, to Schrodingers equation

ifrâ€”.,r/
= Hrr'c

~ Observables: The observables of the system are given by self-adjoint operators on 'H. To find
operators corresponding to classical observables one replaces the classical Poisson l>rackets

by t.hecommutator: {, ) ~ s[, ].
~ Measurements: In a measurement of an operator A = g J(;[a,)(a,[ on a, system in the state
rr>one may find only one of its eigenvalues J(;, with probability prob(i) = [(a, [rr>)[z. After the

measurement the system is in the corresponding eigenstate [a;) (collapse rule),

3 The Fundamental Ambiguity
There can be no doubt that the predictions of quant,um mechanics are of an amazing accuracy.
But neither this nor the mathematical simplicity and beauty of unitary evolution in Hilbert space
should hide the fact that a fundamental ambiguity enters at the very point, where mathematics
makes contact with reality: Measurements! Measurements of what â€”if the wave function )r is
really the complete state? And as J.S Bell has said [I]:

It would seem that the theory is exclusively concerned about "results of nieasurement",
and has not,hing to say about, anything else. What exactly qualifies some physical
systems to play the role of "measurer'? Was the wave function of the world waiting to
jump for t,housands of millions of years until a single-celled living creat,ure appeared?
Or did it have to wait a little longer, for some better qualified system ... with a Ph. D,?
This fundamental ambiguity, connected with "measurement" and collapse, is also responsible
for the familiar paradoxes associated with orthodox quantum mechanics such as Schrodinger's
cat paradox or the measurement, problem. In the following we shall show that these difficulties
simply evaporate upon giving up the unquestioned assumption that )r>alone provides a complete
description of the state of a system. Bohmian mechanics will permit an understanding of quantum
phenomena in a language everybody is using anyway: a theory of particles moving in space.

4

Hohmian Mechanics
~ State: (q, it ),q e I!Is'v,iti e Li(lll'"' ), i c., thi state of aii JV-partich sysir ni is givcii 1>yits

wave function aud the actual positions q = (qi,...,

qv) of the particles u'hich ttie tticory is

about,

~ Dynamics: The time evolution is given by a first.-order diferential equation for the positions
of the particles, with tti evolving in the usual way:
d
dt

e,
"

h
my

â€”qy(t) = v„'(q(t)) = â€”Im

(q(t))

(2)

(Note that, the role of i/i is to generate a Galilean covariant, vector field on configuration
space which guides the motion, and this leads directly to (I).)

This is all we need! It is a crucial property of t.his dynamical system that it, conserves the dis
tribution p = ]tb], which we call t.he equivariant measure. The quant.um formalism, randomness,
Horn's rule- â€”
"If a system has wave function i/i then its configuration has distribution [ip] "â€”and
all the rest emerges from a detailed analysis of these equations. No furt.her axioms about measure
ments are necessary, nor is there room for any such axioms. That, this is so was already sketched
by David Hohm in his 1952 paper [3]; a more detailed analysis can be found in [I].
Let us give a summary of the main crucial features of Hohmian mechanics: In addition to being
clear, objective and deterministic it also agrees with experiment. There is, hoivever, no need for
collapse, no measurement paradox, and no need to split the world into system and observer.
Let us look at some simple examples.

4.1

Example: the motion of a Gaussian wave packet

Consider the time dependent one-particle wave function ifq(a')of a freely evolving Gaussian, which
starts at the origin with velocity vo and width o. From (1) one obtains the velocity vector field and
easily solves the differential equation for the positions, obtaining the solution flow 4'q,(t):= q(t) =

i+i

Vl+t./ .Ni, ihiii

ii i i dyuu-s

i i .clyde th ii ii ii

times, the particles move with constant velocity v (qp):= up+ qp/rr, which means v is a random
variable with a Gaussian distribution, centered around io. Now let us define tlie momentum as the
random variable p:= rnv, which can be approximately determined by measuring the position
q(T) at a large time T: p naq(T)/T. Clearly the probability distribution for p is exactly the same
as the one obtained by projecting the initial state on the eigenstates of the momentum operator.
It can in fact be shown quite generally that for an arbitrary freely evolving wave function ith(z),
p is well defined, with distribution given in the usual way by the I'ourier transform [tbo(p)[ . Note
that p is not at all the same as the "classical momentum" given by m times the actual velocity.

4.2

Example: the two-slit experiment in Bohmian mechanics

The particle passes through either th< upp< r or th<. lower slit. The int<irf<rene<i pattern occuis
becaus<. tli< wave fun<tion guiding tli< particle devi lops this pattern. Closiiig oii< slit. will lead
to a different. wave fiinrtion and therefore to diferent paths and a, different.-"or no â€”pattern.

The randomness observed in the experiment. is due to uncertainty in the initial conditions, as in
classical chaot.ic systems.

5 Measurements/Experiments
Let, us sketch an analysis of measurement.-like experiments; for a much more detailed analysis see
I5]. We describe the combined evolution of a composite svstem consistiiig of System 0 Apparatus.
Let, the initial state of the apparatus be qI<iand let, qI, denote the orthogonal apparatus wave
functions corresponding to the possible outcomes. (Think of separated wave packets corresponding
to possible pointer positions or patterns of ink spots on a, computer printout.â€”which may, for
example, register detection by a photocounter.) We assign the values A, to the "pointer states"
qi;. It, turns out. [5] that, if an experiment. is repeatable then in the siniplest. case there exists a
basis (Itt~;)) of the system Hilbert, space such that, under the interaction with the apparatus

(Note that, the unitarity of the time evolution together with the orthogonality of the Iqi,) forces
the orthogonality of the Ittq).)
An arbitrary state IQ) = pc,Itti,) may be expressed in this basis, with c; = (<i,IQ). The
linearity of the time evolution implies that.
Iv) SIC'<i)

Qc

IN) 8 Iq ).

(4)

Thus using Horn's rule â€”which we remind you is a consequence of Bohmian mechanics â€”we
find that. I(4;I4) I2is the probability to find the outcome A;.
Let, us make a remark on the "measurement, problem": Certainly the wave function is in a

superposition after interaction with a superposition of eigenstates, but, the complete state is given
by the wave function and the actual configuration. The trajectory will end up in but, one of the
difi'erent, disjoint, wave packets, and thus the dynamics does not. lead to a macroscopic superposition
of outcomes, as would be the case if we had only a Schrodinger wave function. Moreover, for the
further evolution the inHuence of the other wave packets turns out, to be FAPP negligible. In this
way collapse is merely a, matter of convenience.
Now let, us make contact, with the usual operator forinalism. Define the self-adjoint, operator
A:= Q A 10)(4 I.

(5)

With this operator we can calculate the statistics for the outcome in the usual way.
The fact, that, a self-adjoint, operator on the system Hilbert, space alone sufiices to describe the
full statistics for the outcome of the experiment, supports the misleading idea that, some preexisting
properties of the system have actually been "measured," the apparatus playing a purely passive

role. 'I'hat thi» is not generally tli<' cas<, that, w< ralh<r tiave to regard tli< r<'suit as bring th<
joint pro<1»<t of the systeni <in<itti< apparatus, has b«n <»iptiasized by Bohr.'
For th<' aiialysis of i'liol'e gclicl'al expel'illicnts it is n>nveni< nt to introduc< th< following no
tation. The map >>~ f (<>>):= g> sa j<j,)(d,j, from subset s of IIXto proj<'ctors or> 'H, is >chal

matti<maticians call a projection-valued measure (PV). With this notatioii (t<s[P(A)jti) is the
probability to find the result, in the set <1>.Note that A = f AP(dA).
lt turns oiit [5j that if one doesn't assuine repeatability a, positive-operator-valued measure
(POV) 0(<><)plays the role of P(7<,). These operators need not be projectors, i.e., it may be that
Q(A)' .f O(A). The probability of finding the result in the set 3 is given by (0'[Q(>>)[cs). Dcfine
ttie self-adjoint, operator 8:= g A,O(A,)(= f AO(dA)).Thus tlie expected value of the outcome
is given by (1>'>[8[<
). Note that knowledge of 8 alone does not provide con>piete information

about the statistics of the outcome, as it does for repeatable experiments, because in general
8" g g A,"O(A,).Th<is for nonrepeatable measurements it is not. possible to cast, the inforination
about the entire statistics into a bitinear forin involving a single self-adjoint operator,
POV's have been proposed as a. means of providing a generalized description for "fuzzy
measurements" [Gj. Note, however, that, POV's arise naturally from a measurenaent analysis in
Bohmian mechanics, in which there is no "intrinsic fuzziness."

6 The Phase Problem in Quantum Optics
6.1 A brief history of the phase operator
For the following discussion it will be sufficient to focus on a single mode of the electromagnetic
field, wliich is well-known to be equivalnit to an one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. KVev;ill

use the standard notation a, at for the annihilation and creation operators, and ?V:= ata for the
number operator.
For a classical harn'lol'licoscillator the phase is a respectable observable. What is its quantum
mechanical counterpart? We give a short sketch of some of the main approaches to the "phase
problem." A detailed discussion can be found in [7[.

~, 1927Dirac [Sj: A polar decomposition of the creation and annihilation operator into e'+ V<V;=
«, which seems to imply /Se '+ = at, "yields" [<I>,
?Vj = â€”
i. Dirac noticed himself that this
definition leads to contradictions, e.g., if one takes the expectation value of the commutator
for an energy eigenstate.
~ 1964: Susskind and Glogower [9[ prove that ttiere is no ivay to define an unitary operator I'
with the property Uv ?V= u. Therefore there can be no self-adjoint operator <I>such that
U = c'+, which explains the flaw in Dirac's ansatz. They conclude that a self-adjoint pliase

operator doesn't exist.
~ 196S: Loudon defines nonorthogonal "phase eigenstates" [10[: j4):= / â€”
', g„wo e'"ojn).
>Position measurements are exceptions. Position plays a distinguished role in Bohmian <nechanics, as it does iu
the real world.
P' = P = P'; Pig) = 0, Pifli = 1;P(U<<„i= Q P(r<,<)for mutually disjoint sets <to

~ 19?6: I,<'vy-beblon<l, rising the I.oiidon stat<a. coiislructs a POV [I I[: 6 -a f

ddr[4I)(41[,for

ali<' sill)s<'I, of [â€”rr, rr[.

~ 1966: Bal'liett and Pegg introduce "negativ<'-photon-niimber" states and define th<' unitary

op<'rator [I2[: e':=

Q

[n)(n + I [.

~ 19SS: Barnett and Pegg suggest a limiting procedure, based on thc d<'fiinition of phase
eigenstates in a finite-dimensional Hilbert space [13[. [<f<„):=~-,- P;a o e'"' "[m), d„;=

do + 2x'/(s + l)n, n = 0... s, <kr,:= p'„o d„[on)(da[. The limit s
snd of any calculation.

<oo is then taken at, the

~ 1991: Mandel proposes an operational approach to the quantum phase [14]. He suggests an
experiment, together with some procedure to derive quantities he calls thc "cosine and sine
of the phase difi'erence." He finds disagreement with the predictions based on the (second)
Barnett-Pegg operator or the Susskind-Glogoiver operator.

6.2

Discussion of the different approaches

Let us first address two questions which might noiv be irritating the reader: I ) How can it be
the case that v:e have a nonexistence proof and several explicit constructions of self-adjoint phase
operators at the same time". 2) What exactly is going on in this peculiar (hi)story?
The answer lo the first question is easy. The nonexistence proof of Susskind and Glogower
tells us that there is no polar decomposition of the annihilation operator into a positive and a
unitary operator. <Noneof the "phase operators" suggested by Barnett and Pegg provide such a
decomposition (if they serve any purpose at all, it is certainly not for this). But how can one
decide who is right". And, perhaps more to the point, what is the physical relevance of all these
opera,tors?
This leads us to the second question. We are often told that for every classical observable
there exists a corresponding self-adjoint operator. Recipes such as "replace the classical Poisson

brackets by the commutator" are used as a guide to postulate the correct commutation relations,
This seems to work perfectly well for position and momentum but not for the phase. But so what?
Why should it?
We have sketched in (4.1) how to describe "momentum measurements" without invoking postu
lated commutation relations. The analysis of the experiment shows that the momentum operator
as a multiplication operator in Fourier space yields the correct statistics. Note, however, that it
can be shown that for the actual velocity â€”certainly a classical observable â€”
-there is neither a cor
responding operator nor a POV! This simply means that there is no experiment wliicli measures
the actual velocity fn the sense of section (5).
The POV proposed by Levy-Leblond is an explicit example hoiv lo describe an abstract phase
"measurement" without a self-adjoint operator. In order to decide which is the "right," description
for the phase one would have to ask for the experiment which an oi>erator or POV is supposed to
describe. Bul, wliat is the physical relevance of pursuing the question as to which experiments
are described by a given operator? Note, however, that for a given experiment, say Mandel's
sThis has been emphasized by Levy-Leblond. liis focus, however, was more on advertising a more general
formalism for describing experiments than on applying it to a special example.

exp<riu«ut, it is well known ho>vto cal<ulat< th< photocount »tat istic<q winch is «ll t h«t i» r<I<rant.
There i» no roo<n left, for po»tatnti«y operators or <igen»tat<s. An ati«lysis of th<' exf)erin<<alt at
hand sh<uv» v:hat, quantities ar< «<tually quca»ur<d' and which mathel>1«ti<«l ol>j«t», I><th<'v

oper«tor» or POV's or <vh«t,ha<e you, shnplify the description of the pr<dictions. An<1,as is
also stressed by Mandel, differ<nt.exp<riments yield different operators. There is no unique phase
operator, nor do we need one. In other words: There is no problem!

7 Conclusion
We end l>yquoting Bell one last time [15]:

in physics the only observations we must consider are position obse<vations, if
only the positions of instrument. pointers. It. is a great merit. of the de Broglie-Bohm
picture to force us to consider this fart., Ifyou make axioms, rather than definitions and
theorems, about the "mensa<'el>>ellt,of anyt,hing else, then you conn»it redundancv
and risk inconsistency.
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